Keep Your School District Safe
from Hackers and Ransomware
$60 million
The annual net of a single ransomware operation that was
holding school districts and other targets hostage*

$124,000
Hackers demanded from four elementary schools after a weekend
malware attack left their entire network offline, with the district unable to
administer PARCC exams.

$80,000
Taken from a single school district bank account
by a remote hacker who was never caught.

$300
Average cost per lost or stolen record
of breaches in education globally

51
Children victimized
by identity theft for
every one adult.

1
The complete list of companies that offer a comprehensive, simple
cybersecurity platform specifically focused on K-12 school systems
Namely, Cisco.

Get a K-12 Cybersecurity
Architecture that Works
The modular solution ties neatly into your existing K-12 digital campus
architecture. It accomodates individual requirements and protects against
advanced threats. This solution offers:
• Perimeter Protection with next-generation firewalls and intrusion
prevention systems.
• Content Filtering to ensure compliance with the Children’s Internet Protection
Act (CIPA) and address the two most common ways malware gets into a
network: web and email content.
• Identity Management and Policy for seamless access and policy enforcement.
• Network Visibility for deep insight into any suspicious activity within your entire
school’s digital campus network.
• Malware Protection, including a collective intelligence threat database to
provide much faster awareness and accuracy.
• Remote Access Controls to ensure staff and students can securely access the
school’s digital campus network and applications from anywhere.
• Security Services providing access to network and security experts along with
continuous monitoring and management support.

We know cybersecurity is top of mind for Education Leaders.
We have complied some of our most impactful security
resources to help you develop your cybersecurity strategy.

* Cisco TALOS thwarted access to massive international exploit
kit generating $60m annually from ransomware alone.

